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Axis & Allies: 1914 

Small & Large Airbases 

Airbase- Though aircraft were in a fledgling state in WWI, they were still important to 

the war effort, especially in later years. With this developing machine, came the need 

for facilities in the field to which these aircraft could be built, stored and serviced. Both 

types of airbases give a +1 to the movement of ALL air units.  

Facility Type Cost Attack Defense Move 

Small Airbase 8 N/A N/A 1* 

Large. Airbase  12 0 1 0 

 

Mobility: Smaller airbases of the First World War sometimes consisted of nothing more 

than a few servicing tents, trucks for movement of goods and a flat dirt strip of land in 

which aircraft could be easily launched and recovered for service on the front lines.  

.ONLY Small Airbases may “move” between territories during the Non-Combat phase of 

a player’s turn. These airbases can be broken down, moved and setup in any 1 adjacent 

space from where it was moved from.  

Optional Rule: This movement can ONLY be done in territories where there is an 

existing railway. 

Small Airbase: The first step of airbase construction, small airbase can be built in any 

territory as a free standing structure so long as your power owns the territory AND at 

least a single infantry unit remains in the territory. Small airbases  can ONLY operate 

Fighters. Fighters must still be constructed out of a factory facility as the Small Airbase 

does not have the ability to freely construct units.  

Large Airbase: The second  step of airbase construction, large airbases are upgrades of an 

existing Small Airbase. Once upgraded to a large airbase at the cost of 12 IPCs, the airbase can 

no longer move from the territory it is in, however it now can freely construct Fighter and 

Bomber units. Large Airbases also come equipped with primitive AA Guns which defend 

against air raids on a 1.  

Scramble: Airbases have the innate ability to launch fighters against attacking air, naval and 

ground units of an opposing power (Up to 3 fighters maximum). Scrambled fighters hit on a 

defensive value of 1 with the First Strike ability. 

 

Purchase Small Airbases HERE 

Purchase Large Airbases HERE 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-WW1-Airbase-Small-Marker-X5-Acrylic-_p_2072.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-WW1-Airbase-Large-Marker-X5-Acrylic-_p_2070.html

